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What‘s a task?

„A task is an activity where the
target language is used by the
learner for a communicative
purpose (goal) in order to achieve
an outcome.“ (Willis 1996)
Willis, Jane (1996), A framework for task-based learning. Essex: Addison Wesley Longman Ltd.

Task-based learning: A powerful learning environment

It‘s based on the use of tasks.
Students learn by interacting.
It‘s focused on the use of authentic language.
Errors are part of a natural learning.
The focus is on process rather than on product.

The framework of task-based learning

PRE-TASK
Introduction of topic and task

TASK CYCLE
Task, planning, report

LANGUAGE FOCUS
Analysis, practice

Working with the CLIL-Pyramid (O. Meyer, 2010)

Task-based learning in a CLIL context

Strategy No. 1
§
§
§
§

Rich,
meaningful,
challenging,
authentic
input.

web-quests
flash animations

Task-based learning in a CLIL context

Strategy No. 2

TEXT FILE
Bilingual module HISTORY
Travel time between
Europe and America

TF 4 The Titanic
A

To make sure that students
successfully deal with
authentic materials, it is
necessary to help them cope
with language input of all
sorts.

5

Crossing the Atlantic

Millions of people left Europe in the early 1900s and crossed the Atlantic
Ocean to go to America. When people travel to New York from Frankfurt or
London today, they usually go by plane. The flight takes between six and
nine hours. But in the early 1900s there were no planes. Back then, people
crossed the Atlantic by ship. It took about a week. In 1912 the Liverpool
company, White Star Line, built a steamer that was bigger and more
comfortable than any other ship in the world. That ship was the Titanic,
and in April 1912 it was ready for its first transatlantic journey.

1 How has travelling across the Atlantic
changed since the early 1900s?

2 How was White Star Line different
from other shipping companies?
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A big ship

White Star Line wanted people to believe that
their ship was not only the biggest, but also
the strongest and safest ship in the world.
They named it Titanic. Newspapers called the
ship “unsinkable”. The Titanic was like a big
hotel on water. It had restaurants, a swimming
pool and comfortable rooms for first-class and
second-class passengers. It also had space for
hundreds of third-class passengers
who couldn’t pay very much for
a ticket. This was a time when
large numbers of emigrants were
leaving Great Britain, Ireland and
other parts of Europe for political
and economic reasons. They were
hoping for a better life in America.

early 1900s
D about 7 days

early 2000s
D 6 to 9 hours

Key terms
crew [kruː] Besatzung
dimensions (pl) [daɪˈmenʃnz] Ausmaße, Größe
economic [ikəˈnɒmɪk] wirtschaftlich
emigrant [ˈemɪgrənt] Auswanderer, Auswanderin
political [pəˈlɪtɪkl] politisch
steamer [ˈstiːmə] Dampfschiff
unsinkable [ʌnˈsɪŋkəbl] unsinkbar
wide [waɪd] breit

The Titanic in numbers
How long?
How wide?
How high?
How many people?

Car

Bus

269 m
28 m
53 m
2 200 passengers, 885 crew

Airbus A380

Diagram: the Titanic’s dimensions

Activate your English
3 Why did White Star Line name its
ship Titanic?

4 Look at the diagram and the table.

scaffolding

Talk to a partner about the Titanic’s
dimensions. The phrases in the “Activate
your English” box can help you.

152 one hundred and fifty-two

Talking about diagrams and tables (1)
This diagram shows / gives information about ...
From the picture you can see that ...
The Titanic was (about) as big as three …
It was ... metres long / wide / high.
It could carry / transport ... passengers.
It had a crew of ...

Input scaffolding
Travel time between
Europe and America

TF 4 The Titanic
A
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Talking about diagrams and tables (1)
This diagram shows / gives information about ...
From the picture you can see that ...
The Titanic was (about) as big as three …
It was ... metres long / wide / high.
It could carry / transport ... passengers.
It had a crew of ...
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A big ship

White Star Line wanted people to believe that
their ship was not only the biggest, but also
the strongest and safest ship in the world.
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ship “unsinkable”. The Titanic was like a big
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who couldn’t pay very much for
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large numbers of emigrants were
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Activate your English

Talking about diagrams and tables (1)
Car
Bus
Airbus A380
This diagram
shows
/ gives
information about ...
From the picture you can see that ...
Activate your English
wasabout
(about)
as three …
3 Why did White Star LineThe
name itsTitanic Talking
diagrams andas
tablesbig
(1)
This diagram shows / gives information about ...
ship Titanic?
It was ... metres
long
wide
/ high.
From the picture
you can/see
that ...
4 Look at the diagram and the table.
The Titanic was (about) as big as three …
It was ...
long / wide / high.
Talk to a partner about the
It Titanic’s
could carry
/ metres
transport
... passengers.
It could carry / transport ... passengers.
dimensions. The phrases in the “Activate
It had a
crew...
of ...
your English” box can help you.
It had a crew
of
Diagram: the Titanic’s dimensions

Task-based learning in a CLIL context

Strategy No. 3
Students learn by
interacting. They
spend a lot of time
on communicating.
Cooperative forms
of learning are
most effective.

...

opinion gap
activities

Task-based learning in a CLIL context

Strategy No. 4
Make bilingual
teaching
H.O.T.
Higher
Order
Thinking
Bloom‘s
Taxonomy

Tasks are best suited for differentiation
You may differentiate
according to ...

§ interest
§ level of
competence
§ complexity
§ time

Various ways of differentiation: complexity
Animalopedia

19.04.17, 14)20
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Budgies are small birds (about 18 cm
long). They originally come from
Australia. Now budgies live all over the
world. Lots of people have them as
pets because they are very friendly
birds. Budgies are very pretty too and
have brightly coloured feathers. Most
budgies have yellow heads and green
feathers with black stripes. Some
budgies have white heads and blue
feathers with black stripes. Budgies eat
bird seed and some kinds of
vegetables and fruit. Budgies can live
inside in cages and make very good
pets. They usually live for about 5 to 8
years. Budgies are very clever animals.
They like playing with people and can
learn to say a few words. They like to
sing and can do tricks too.

Various ways of differentiation: scaffolding (more help)

An example of a task for primary school kids

An example of a task for primary school kids

§ Bring pictures of places where you have been.
§ Write about your favourite place.
§ Talk about the pictures in class.

An example of a task for classes 5 or 6

Language support

An example of a task for classes 5 or 6

Pet of the Day: an authentic task

How to use or adapt authentic texts

Such an authentic text can be ...
• used as it is,
• annotated,
• simplified by leaving out difficult words, phrases, sentences...
• re-written.

Pet of the Day: student oriented tasks
Pet Poll

19.04.17, 13*18

Does your pet lie?

Does your
pet lie?
Yes

Yes

50%

Sometimes

19%

No

29%

W

e encourage everyone to vote and to encourage their friends to vote. Thank you
to everyone who has sent in suggestions. We always need more suggestions. If you
have a suggestion for our next poll question please send it to polls@PetoftheDay.com.

Sometimes
No

Find out how your pet
could be Pet of the Day.

Vote

Today's special dog.
Dog of the Day!

Today's special cat.
Cat of the Day!

Today's special pet.
Pet of the Day!

Tell the world about your pet! - Pet of the Day

19.0

Pet of the Day: student oriented tasks
Tell the world about your pet! - Pet of the Day

19.04.17, 13*19

Pet of the Day.com
Pet of the Day.com

We know every pet

We know every pet is special!

We always need more animals to be Pet of the Day!
All pets are eligible - birds, bunnies, cats, dogs, ferrets, fish, gerbils, goats, guinea pigs, hamsters,
horses, iguanas, lizards, mice, pigs, ponies, rats, snakes, turtles, and more.

All pets are eligible - birds, bunnies, cats, dogs, ferrets, fish, gerbils, goats, guinea pigs, hamsters,
horses, iguanas, lizards, mice, pigs, ponies, rats, snakes, turtles, and more.

Is it your first pet of this kind?
If you have several photos please send them all, we may use several of them.
How
did you decide to get him or her?
If you are having trouble thinking of what to write about your pet, here are some questions: Is it
your first pet of this kind? How did you decide to get him or her? Does it know any tricks or have
Does
know
tricks
or have
any
games
any gamesit
it likes?
Is it more any
affectionate,
or an independent
sort? For exotic
pets, what
does it eat,
and is it easy to care for?
it Do
likes?
not be afraid to write "too much," as our website is a place where it is not only acceptable, but
encouraged to "go on and on" about your pet. In fact, in terms of both photos and text, the more the
Ismerrier!
it more affectionate, or an independent
If you have a movie or sound file please attach that too or include a link to them (from site such as
sort?
YouTube). Please use JPEG (JPG), PNG, or Photoshop's format. We prefer large colorful images, so
make you send the original image, not a thumbnail that is reduced in both size and quality!
For
exotic pets, what does it eat, and is it
If your pet is selected, we will email you so that you know which day is your pet's special day. We
will not give your email address to anyone else. Please be sure that your email address is correct so
easy
to you.
care
for?
we can contact
If you have
any questions, please email us at Help@PetoftheDay.com.

If you have several photos please send them all, we may use several of them.
If you are having trouble thinking of what to write about your pet, here are some questions: Is it
your first pet of this kind? How did you decide to get him or her? Does it know any tricks or have
any games it likes? Is it more affectionate, or an independent sort? For exotic pets, what does it eat,
and is it easy to care for?

Dog of the Day

Do not be afraid to write "too much," as our website is a place where it is not only acceptable, but
encouraged to "go on and on" about your pet. In fact, in terms of both photos and text, the more the
merrier!
If you have a movie or sound file please attach that too or include a link to them (from site such as
YouTube). Please use JPEG (JPG), PNG, or Photoshop's format. We prefer large colorful images, so
make you send the original image, not a thumbnail that is reduced in both size and quality!
Cat of the Day

If your pet is selected, we will email you so that you know which day is your pet's special day. We
will not give your email address to anyone else. Please be sure that your email address is correct so
we can contact you. If you have any questions, please email us at Help@PetoftheDay.com.

Dog of the Day

Pet's name:
Pet's gender:
Pet's age:

Pet of the Day

Pet's species or breed:
Pet's city/state:
Pet's country:
What makes your
pet special?:

Photo 1:

Datei auswählen

Keine Datei ausgewählt

Photo 2:

Datei auswählen

Keine Datei ausgewählt

Photo 3:

Datei auswählen

Keine Datei ausgewählt

Photo 4:

Datei auswählen

Keine Datei ausgewählt

Photo 5:

Datei auswählen

Keine Datei ausgewählt

Cat of the Day

Please use JPEG (JPG), PNG, or Photoshop's format. Up to 10 megabytes per
image.

Your Email:

So we can contact you.

Twitter:

So we can contact you.

Facebook:

So we can contact you.

Pet's name:
Pet's gender:

Submit your Pet

http://petoftheday.com/submit/

We always need more animals to be Pet of the Day!

Pet of the Day

Seite 1 von 2

Pet's age:

Pet's species or breed:
Pet's city/state:
Pet's country:

An example of a task in HISTORY

You could ask your students to describe
this painting – or ...

William Cobbett, a member of
the British parliament, has
severely criticized the outcome
of the French Revolution.
Imagine you are politically
active French citizens who are
defending the achievements of
the revolution.
You may choose in what way
you are going to present the
results of your work.
Source: LISUM 2010

Some conclusions
üTask based learning and teaching can effectively and naturally
be combined with content and language integrated lerning.
üThe content is the starting point of the planning process. All
kinds of authentic input should be used.
üThe planning and designing of tasks is competence oriented
because it is output oriented.
üBoth task based learning and content integrated learning are
learner oriented aproaches because they allow higher order
thinking.

Some conclusion
üTasks lend themselves to differentiation according to the
competence levels of the learners.
üInput and output scaffolding help students to manage
challenging tasks.
üTask based learning as well as content and language
integrated learning are highly communicative apporaches.
üTask based learning as well as content and language
integrated learning are enjoyable and motivating both for
teachers and students.

wolfgang.biederstaedt@koeln.de

